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SUMMARY 
A  ful ly   implici t   method  and  a   Crank-Nicolson  type  method  are  considered 
for  the   solution   of    the  constant   coefficient    diffusion—convection  
equation.  
The  former  method  is   seen  to  be  f irst   order  accurate  in  t ime  and  to  be 
L-stable  or   Lº-stable  depending  on  the  convection  parameter,    while   the 
lat ter    is    seen  to  be   second  order  accurate  in  t ime  and   to  be  A-stable 
Aº   —stable  with  oscil lat ions   in   the   solution.  
The  accuracy   in  t ime  of   the  ful ly   implici t    part   of    the  local    t runc- 
at ion  error   of   the  extrapolat ion  method  is   shown  to  be   s l ightly    inferior  
to   the  Crank-Nicolson  type  method  but    the   extrapolat ion  method   is    shown 
to  be  L-stable  or   LO-stable  with  only   small   oscil lat ions  evident    in  the 
solution.      The  computational   requirements  of    the  two  second  order  methods 
are   seen  to  be  s imilar .  
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1 .        THE  SPACE  DISCRETIZATION  AND  A  RECURRENCE  RELATION 
The  l inear  form  of   the  one  dimensional   diffusion-convection  equation  is  
given  by       
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with   ini t ial    condit ions 
u(x,0)    =  g(x)   ,      0  < x < x                                      (2)  
and  boundary  condit ions 
u ( 0 , t )    =  v(t)   ,   t > 0                            ( 3 )  
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In  obtaining  a   numerical    solution  the  interval    0< x < X  wil l   be 
divided  into  N  subintervals   each  of   width  h>0,    so  that   Nh=X,  and  the 
t ime  variable  t   wil l   be  discret ized  in  s teps  of   length ℓ  .      The  open 
rectangular   region  R = [0 < x < X]  x  [t  > 0]   in  the   (x, t)    plane,    together  with 
i ts   boundary   R  consist ing  of   the  l ines   t=0,   x = 0,    x=X  are  thus  covered ∂
by  a  rectangular   mesh,    the  mesh  points   having  coordinates   (mh,nℓ)   with 
m = 0,1, . . . ,N  and  n = 0,1,2, . . .    .  
The  space  derivatives   in   (1)    and   (4)    are  replaced  by  the  central  
difference  approximants 
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Equation  (1)    with  (3) ,(4) ,(5) ,(6) ,    is   no w  applied  to  the  mesh  points  
(mh,nℓ) ,   m=1,2, . . . ,N  at   t ime   level   t  = nℓ    (n = 1,2, . . . ) .      This  produces 
a   system  of   f i rst   order  ordinary  differential   equations  of   the  form 
t~
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~Ud +=                                                                                                      (7)
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where
  denoting transpose ,                                                              
T,T]nNU.....,
n
2U,
n
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is   the  vector  of  solutions  of  a  finite  difference  scheme  used  to  approximate   (1). 
Recalling  that  Uno- v(nℓ)   from  (3) ,    it  may  be  shown  that  the  square  matrix 
A  of  order  N  is  given  by 
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and   that   the   vector  ,  also  of  order  N,   is  given  by t~
b
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the   term   vt     denoting   the   numerical    (frozen)   value    of   v(nℓ). 
The  eigenvalues of   the  matrix  A  are  as   follows   (Siemieniuch  and  Gladwell5): 
for µh > 2 
λ j  =  - 2h-2   +  iγ j,   j   =   1 ,2 , . . . ,N (10) 
where   i= +√=1   and  v J  is  bounded  by 
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for µh = 2 
                                                       λ j   =  -  2h -2   ,         j   =1 ,2   . . . .     N   ;                             
(12) 
for 0 < µh< 2 
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j   =   1,2,....N (13) 
It   is  easy  to  verify  that  the  solution  of   (7)   with  the   initial  vector 
U(0)  = g  is  given  by  
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(Smith7  )    and  that   U(t)    sat isf ies  the   recurrence  relat ion 
.}
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−++−−=+ l                                              (15) 
To  obtain  an  explici t   solution  to   (1)    with   (2) ,    (3) ,    (4) ,    the   (0,1)  
Padé  approximant  may  be  used  to  replace  the  matrix  exponential    function 
in   (15).      This   leads  to 
t~
b(t)~UA)(I)(t~U lll ++=+                                          (16) 
which,   when  applied  to  the  mesh  point   (mh,nℓ , ) ,    gives 
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for   m ≠  N,   with  p =ℓ  /h2    and  r  -  ℓ /h,     For  m = N,   U n N + 1  = U n N - 1+  0(h3)   from 
 
(4)   and   (6)  ,    so   that    (17)   takes  the   s implif ied  form 
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This  explici t   method  was  developed  and  analyzed  in  Siemieniuch  and 
Gladwell  5   who  used   the  matrix  method  in  their   s tabil i ty   analysis .      Morton 7  
found   that    the   s tabil i ty    interval    given  by  Siemieniuch  and  Gladwell  5      was 
too  large  and,    using   the  Fourier   method  of   analysis ,    showed  that    s tabil i ty  
requires  p   to  l ie    in  the   interval    0 < p < .½ 
This  restr ict ion  places  a   constraint   on  ℓ   and  with  the  ready  avail-  
abil i ty   of    economic   software   for    sparse   solvers,    the  engineer  can  profi t-  
ably  turn  to   implici t   methods   to  obtain  a    solution;       these  wil l   be  analyzed 
in  the  fol lowing  sections.  
The  principal    part    of    the   local    t runcation  error  of   the  f ini te  diff-  
erence   scheme   obtained  by   replacing   exp(ℓA)    in   (15)   by   i ts    (M,K)   Padé 
approximant  has   the  form 
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at    the  mesh  point    (mh,nℓ)  .   The  error  constant   Cq  in   (19)   depends  only  on 
the  Padé  approximant  being  used  and  q = M + K +  1 .   For   the  explici t   method   (17),  
q = 2   and  C2 = ½ 
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2.        A  FULLY   IMPLICIT   SCHEME 
In    contrast     to    the     (0,1)     Padé    approximant,    the    (1,0)   Padé   approximant 
may    be   used    in   (16).      This   gives 
                                         (20) (t)~Ut~
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being  the  numerical  value 
of  v(t + ℓ). 
Applying     (20)     to    the    mesh    point     (mh.nℓ)    gives    the   fully    implicit 
scheme 
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for  m ≠ N  and 
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for    m = N.      The    principal   part    of     the   local    truncation    error    has    q = 2     in 
(19)     with 
2
1
2C −=     so  that   the   method   is  first   order   accurate    in   time. 
To   properly    investigate    the    stability   of   (20)    the    three    cases     µh> 2, 
µh = 2   and   0 < µh < 2   must   be   examined   separately.      For   µh > 2,    the  amplification 
factor  R1,0   (z),   where λl−=z  with γλ ih +−= −22      some  eigenvalue  of  A,   is 
given  by 
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and  that   |R 1,1 | →    0  as  Re(z)  -Re(-ℓl)  = 2p→∞,   and   (20)   is  L-stable  for 
µh>2.     (Note:      the  amplification  factor  is  often  referred  to  as  the 
amplificatton symbol  or symbol.     This  terminology  was  used  by  Gourlay  and 
Morris1  in  their  analyses  of  methods   for   the  solution  of   the  diffusion 
equation  .)2xu/2tu/ ∂∂=∂∂
Turning  next  to   the  case  µh = 2,   all   eigenvalues  of  A  have   the  value 
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-2h- 2     so   that    z   = 2p  and 
R 1 , 0        (z)    =   (1  +z)- 1    =   (1  +2P) - 1    .  
I t    is    easy  to   see   that    |R1 , 0  |    <   1   and   that   R 1 , 0  →  0  as   z=ℓ l   =2p→∞. 
The   scheme   is    thus  L0  -stable  for  µh = 2 .  
Finally ,    for   0 < µh < 2,    al l    eigenvalues   of    A  are   real    and  negative 
with  bounds   given  by   (13),    and  z   = ℓ  λ   sat isfies 
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Clearly    z  →  ∞   only   as   p —> ∞    s ince  0 < µh <  2.    The  symbol   R 1 , 0   (z)    is    now 
bounded  by 
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from  which  i t    fol lows   that     |  R1 , 0 |    <   1  and   that   R1 , 0  →  0  as  p→∞ ,    and 
hence    the   scheme    is    L 0    -s table   for    0 <µh < 2.  
Overall ,    the   ful ly    implici t    scheme   is   L-stable  or   L°  -stable  what-  
ever  the  value  of   µh   and  much   larger  t ime   s teps  may  be  used   than  with 
the   explici t   method  discussed   in   § 1 .  
 
3.        A  CRANK-NICOLSON  TYPE  METHOD 
The  use   of    the   (1,1)   Padé   approximant   in   the   recurrence  relat ion   (15) 
leads   to 
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which,  when   applied   to   the  mesh  point   (mh, nℓ) ,gives 
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when  m = N. 
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The   principal   part   of   the   local   truncation   error   is   given   by       (19) 
with  q=3  and  C3  =
12
2−
      
so   that   the  method   is   second  order  accurate  in 
time,   an   improvement  on  the  fully   implicit  method  of   §2. 
To    investigate   the  stability   of    the   scheme,   the   three   cases    µh > 2, 
µh = 2  and  0 < µh < 2  must  again  be  examined   separately.     For  µh > 2   the  ampli- 
fication  factor  R1,1 (z),   where  z =-ℓλ     with  λ   some  eigenvalue  of  A,   is  given 
by 
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from  which  it   follows   that 
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An   elementary   calculation   shows   that   |R 1,1|   <  1   for  p > 0   and  that   |R1,1| → 1 
as   Re(z)  = Re(-ℓl)  = 2p→ ∞  so    that   (24)   is  A-stable  for   µn > 2. 
For  µh =2,   all  eigenvalues   of  A  have   the  value  -2h-2   so  that  z = 2p 
and 
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Clearly   |R1,1|   <  1   for  p u  0   and  R1,1 → -1   as  p→∞  so   that   (24)   is 
A0 -stable  for  µh = 2. 
Turning   lastly  to  the  case  0 < µ h < 2 ,    all   the  eigenvalues  λJ 
( j  =  1,2,...,N)   are  real   and  negative  with  bounds   given  by   (13)   and 
z=-ℓl ,    where  λ   is  any  eigenvalue   of  A,   satisfies   (22) ;      also   z —>∞  only 
as  p —>∞  since  0 < µh < 2.     The   amplification   symbol   R1,1 thus  has   the 
bounds       11,1R  and     
(2)
1,1R  given  by 
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It   follows   from   (29 )   and    (30)    that   )(,
1
11R  ≤  1  and   1
2
11 ≤)(,R    for   p.> 0, 
and  that 
    
and   
 
monotonoically  as  p→∞.     The  method 1(1)1,1R −→ →
(2)
1,1R
is   therefore  A0-Stable  for  0 < µ h < 2 .  
Although  more  accurate  than  the  fully  implicit  method   (20),   the  Crank- 
Nicolson-type  method   (24)   is  known to give  an  oscillatory  numerical   solution 
for  (1) - (4)   (see  Smith et  al6) .     Similar  oscillations  also  arise  when  the 
familiar  Crank-Nicolson  method   is  used  to   solve  the  diffusion   equation 
  when  there  are  discontinuities  between  initial  conditions 
2xu/2tu/ ∂∂=∂∂
and  boundary  conditions,     Lawson  and  Morris3   found   that  such  oscillatory 
components   in  the  Crank-Nicolson  solution  of   the  diffusion  equation  are  made 
to  decay  faster  than  the  non-oscillatory  components   if  some  restriction  is 
placed  on  r   (a  conventional   stability  analysis  places   no   restriction  on  p), 
thus   lessening  their  effect. 
Following  Lawson  and  Morris3,  criteria  must  be  found  which  ensure  that 
the  highest  frequency  component  of   the  solution   is  damped  to  zero   faster  than 
the  lowest   frequency  component.     For  µh> 2  this   is   equivalent   to  specifying 
that   the  magnitude  of   the  amplification symbol   relating   to  the  maximum  value 
of   (see   (27)   and   ( 1 1 ) )    does  not  exceed  that  relating  to  the  minimum  value. 2jγ
This   leads   to 
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which  is  satisfied  provided 
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The  case  uh = 2   is   trivial  but  the  case  0 < µh < 2  requires  
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which  is  satisfied  provided 
µr  <  2 .      (32) 
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4.        EXTRAPOLATION  OF   THE  FULLY  IMPLICIT  SCHEME 
In  view  of  the  restrictions  placed  on  the  ratios  p = ℓ/h2  and  r = ℓ/h.  in   (31) 
and   (32),   alternative  methods  of  achieving    higher  accuracy  in  time  must  be 
investigated.     The  L-stable  properties  of   the  fully  implicit  method   (20) 
indicate   that  this  method   is   suitable  for  extrapolation. 
The  extrapolation    is   carried   out  by     computing        (t)~U)from2(t~U l+ using 
(a)    two   single   time    steps   of    length   ℓ,    and    (b)    a   double   time   step   of  length 
2ℓ.     The   values   of       so  obtained  are  denoted  by  and )(~ l2+tU )2(t
(1)
~U l+
   and    it   may   be  shown   that   )2(t
(2)
~U l+ )(
)(
~
l2+tU E    defined   by 
)2(t(2)
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U-)2(t(1)~U2)2(t
(E)
~U lll ++=+                                               (33) 
is   second  order  accurate  in  time.     In   (19) ,    therefore,   q=3  and   it  may  be 
shown  that
3
4
3C =  
The   extrapolated  form  of  the  fully  implicit  method   is   thus  of   the  same 
order  of  accuracy  as   the  Crank-Nicolson  type  method  of   §3   though  its  error 
constant   is   inferior.     Its  major  benefit to the  user,   however,   is  that   it   is 
still  L-stable.     Using  S   instead  of  R  to  distinguish  the  amplification  factor 
or   symbol  of  the  extrapolated  method   (33)   from  that  of   its  original  form  (20), 
it  may  be   shown   that,   for  µh > 2 
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It   may   be   seen   from (34)   and   (11)    that    |S1,10 | < 1    for  p > 0; in   addition 
it    is   easy   to   show   from   (34)    that   |S1,10 | → 0   as  Re(z)  = Re(-ℓl)  =2p→∞. 
The   extrapolated    form   of   the   fully  implicit   method   is    therefore   L-stable 
For    µh>2.   It   must   be   noted,    however,   that   the   real   part   of  S1,10   is  negative 
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for  values  of  p<  1.3  and  ℓ2  λ 2 < 0.7  + 0.2p + 0.8p2   (approximately)   so  that 
small  oscillations  will  be  present   for   these  ranges. 
Turning  next  to   the  case  when  µh = 2,   the  amplification  symbol  of   the 
extrapolation  method   takes   the  form 
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Clearly     S1,0  <   1   for  all  p>0  and  S1,0  → 0  as   z = 2p→∞   so  that   the 
extrapolation  method   (33)   is  L° -stable   for  µh =2.     The  amplification  symbol 
given  by   (35)   is  negative   for  p > ½ (1  + √2)   so  that   small   oscillations   are 
evident   for  p > ½ (1  + √2) ~ 1 -21. 
In  the  case   0 < µh < 2 ,   the  amplification  symbol   S 1,0 is  bounded  by 
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so   that  |S1,0 | <   1   for  p>0  and   S1,0 → 0  as  z = 2p→∞.The  extrapolation 
of   (20)   is   therefore  L ° -stable  for  0<µh<2,   though  for  µh  in   this   interval 
the   solution  oscillates   for  p > 2. 
 
5.        CONCLUSIONS  AND  COMPUTATIONAL  ASPECTS 
It  has  been   seen   that   the  third  order  accurate  method   (33),   the  extrapolated 
form  of   the   fully   implicit  method   (20),   is  L-stable.     The  method  does   give 
rise  to   small  oscillations  but   these  are   damped   to   zero  because  of   the 
L-stability  property  of   the  method. 
This  was  not  found  to  be   so   for  the  Crank-Nicolson   type  method  which 
was   seen   to  be  A-stable.     The  order  of   accuracy  of   the  Crank-Nicolson  type 
method  was   seen  to  be  the   same  as   that  of   the  extrapolation  method.     Indeed, 
the   principal   part   of    the   local   truncated   error  was   seen   to  be   slightly 
superior  to   that   of   the  extrapolation  method,  but   the  L-stability  property 
of   the  latter  method  makes   it  a  better  choice. 
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This  preference  for  the  extrapolation method  is  strengthened  when  the 
operations  counts  for  the  two  methods  are  compared.    In  integrating  from 
time  t  to  time  t +2ℓ  using  a  stepsize  of  length ℓ,  both  methods  need  a  total 
of  16N-12  multiplications/divisions;    the  extrapolation  method  needs  13N-9 
additions/subtractions  while  the  Crank-Nicolson  method  needs  12N-6  additions/ 
subtractions.    The  extrapolation  method  also  requires  the  storage  of  one 
additional  vector  at  length ℓ.     Clearly,   the  additional  costs  are  small. 
Overall,  the  extrapolation  method  is  to  be  preferred  to  the  Crank-Nicolson 
type  method  in  view  of  the  L-stability  properties  of  the  former.    The  local 
truncation  error  of  the  fully  implicit  method,  on  which  the  extrapolation 
method  is  based,  can be  improved  still  further  to  0(h2 + ℓ3)  with  q=4  and 
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4C −=  in (19),  by  adapting  the  best  of  the combination  methods of  Gourlay 
and  Morris1.    This  third  order  method  (in  time)  can  also  be  shown  to  be 
L-stable  for  all  values  of  µh > 0 .      The  Crank-Nicolson  type  method  (24)  can 
also  be  extrapolated;     this  gives  fourther  order  accuracy  in  time  with  q= 5 
and
10
1
4C =  in   (19),  but  this  method  is  not  even  A-stable  (see  Khaliq
2)  and 
is   not   computationally   economic. 
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